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Abstract
Reaction-bonded silicon carbide (RB-SiC) is an excellent engineering material with high hardness, stiffness, and resistance 
to chemical wear. However, its widespread use is hindered due to the properties mentioned above, making it difficult to 
machine functional surface structures through mechanical and chemical methods. This study investigated the fundamental 
characteristics of laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSSs) on RB-SiC via femtosecond pulsed laser irradiation 
at a wavelength of 1028 nm. Low-spatial-frequency LIPSS (LSFL) and high-spatial-frequency LIPSS (HSFL) formed on 
the surface along directions perpendicular to the laser polarization. SiC grains surrounded by a large amount of Si show a 
reduced threshold for LIPSS formation. By varying laser fluence and scanning speed, HSFL–LSFL hybrid structures were 
generated on the SiC grains. Transmission electron microscopy observations and Raman spectroscopy were carried out 
to understand the formation mechanism of the hybrid LIPSS. A possible mechanism based on the generation of multiple 
surface electromagnetic waves due to the nonlinear response of SiC was proposed to explain the hybrid structure formation. 
Furthermore, the direction of laser scanning with respect to laser polarization affects the uniformity of the generated LIPSS.

Highlights

1 LIPSS formation on a composite material with signifi-
cantly different optical properties of constituent materi-
als.

2 Hybrid nanostructure formation due to the generation of 
surface electromagnetic waves.

3 Effect of nonlinear change in material property on 
LIPSS formation due to harmonic generation.

Keywords Reaction-bonded silicon carbide · Surface texturing · Laser-induced periodic surface structure · Composite 
material · Hybrid nanostructure

1 Introduction

Reaction-bonded silicon carbide (RB-SiC) is an excellent 
engineering material with high hardness and is resistant 
to chemical wear. Thus, it is widely employed in various 
applications requiring wear and corrosion resistance. Due 
to its high thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion 
coefficient, RB-SiC components are widely used in thermal 
management or heat dissipation applications, such as high 
voltage power supply and heat exchanger tubing. RB-SiC is 
also used to make molds for manufacturing glass lenses via 
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press molding, optical mirrors, and structural components 
[1, 2].

However, processing RB-SiC is very difficult as the 
unique properties that make it a desirable material also make 
it very difficult to machine through mechanical and chemical 
methods. Furthermore, RB-SiC is a composite consisting of 
two different phases in which SiC grains are held together 
by a Si matrix. Si and SiC have very different mechanical 
and chemical properties, which adds to the complexity of 
processing RB-SiC and makes it difficult to generate uni-
form surface structures [3–5]. There is a growing demand 
for micro- and nanostructured surfaces in most of the above-
mentioned applications, as the generation of these structures 
can drastically improve and enhance desirable properties, 
such as reflectivity, heat dissipation, coefficient of friction, 
and surface wettability [6–10].

Laser processing can be a very effective method of cre-
ating such surface structures as laser interaction with the 
material is a non-contact process and hence is not affected 
by the material’s hardness and chemical inertness. In the 
past decade, laser-induced periodic surface structures 
(LIPSSs) have been extensively studied to create func-
tional surfaces. LIPSSs can be divided into two categories 
based on their periods (Λ) [11]. First, when the period is 
near the wavelength of the laser (ΛLSFL ∼ λ), they are called 
low-spatial-frequency LIPSSs (LSFLs) and are mostly 
known to form highly absorptive materials, such as metal 
and semiconductors (laser photon energy ≈ bandgap) [12]. 
The most widely accepted mechanism for LSFL forma-
tion is the interaction of laser with surface electromagnetic 
waves (SEWs) [13], which results in the selective abla-
tion of the surface, resulting in LSFL formation. Second, 
when the period is much smaller than the wavelength of the 
laser (ΛHSFL <  < λ), they are called high-spatial-frequency 
LIPSSs (HSFLs) and are known to form weak absorptive 
and transparent materials, such as dielectric and semicon-
ductors (laser photon energy <  < bandgap) [12]. Although 
the exact mechanism is still under debate, HSFLs are 
usually attributed to the generation of surface plasmon 
polaritons (SPPs), self-organization, and second-harmonic 
generation [14, 15]. LIPSS formation on metals has been 
extensively investigated [16–19]. While SPP can ideally 
only propagate between metal and dielectric interface [20], 
SPPs can be generated on semiconductors via laser irra-
diation. Laser irradiation on semiconductors with ultra-
short pulses results in the generation of free electrons near 
the surface, thus attaining a metal-like state [11, 21–23]. 
However, the number of electrons that will be generated 
is affected by the bandgap of the semiconductor and the 
wavelength of the laser.

There have been many research works on LIPSS forma-
tion on silicon and a few on silicon carbide [21, 24, 25], but 

there are no studies reported on LIPSS formation on RB-
SiC, as per the author’s best knowledge. Si and SiC have 
different optical properties and bandgaps, so they interact 
differently with the same laser. Hence, understanding laser 
interaction with this two-phase material is crucial for creat-
ing functional surfaces to meet the current demand for tex-
tured surfaces and boosting the widespread use of RB-SiC 
in industries.

Hence, in this study, we investigated the fundamental 
characteristics of LIPSS formation on RB-SiC via femto-
second pulsed laser irradiation. The effect of laser irra-
diation on Si and SiC under the same laser parameters is 
discussed based on transient material properties due to 
spatial and temporal changes in the laser intensity and 
wavelength/energy of laser photons. The objective is to 
clarify the mechanism of various LIPSS formations that 
occur on RB-SiC based on material properties and laser 
parameters.

2  Materials and Method

2.1  Materials

The RB-SiC sample used in this research was cylindrical 
with a diameter of 5 cm and a height of 15 mm. The sample 
surface was polished, and the surface roughness was 14 nm 
Ra. Figure 1a shows an electron microscope image of the 
RB-SiC sample captured using a circular backscattering 
detector. The black region is SiC carbide grains, and the 
white region is a Si matrix. The Si matrix showed a typi-
cal Raman shift for single-crystal silicon, whereas the SiC 
grains showed a typical Raman shift for 6H-SiC, as shown 
in Fig. 1b.

2.2  Laser Irradiation Setup and Conditions

The laser used in the experiments was PHAROS-08-600-PP 
manufactured by Light Conversion, Lithuania. The laser had 
a wavelength of 1028 nm and can create ultrashort pulses 
with a width of 256 fs at a pulse frequency of 100 kHz. The 
laser scanning was controlled using a galvanometer scanning 
system, and the laser was focused on the sample using an 
f-theta lens. The focused spot was elliptical with a Gaussian 
distribution and had major and minor axis diameters of 23 
and 17.4 μm, respectively. The major axis was parallel to the 
polarization direction.

All the experiments in this study were performed in 
atmospheric conditions at room temperature (~ 23 °C). Two 
types of experiments were carried out in this research. The 
first type was line irradiation, in which a laser spot was 
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scanned in a line at various scanning speeds, fluences, and 
numbers of scans. The second type was spot irradiation, 
in which the laser was irradiated for a set amount of time 
to control the number of pulses irradiated on the sample. 
Important laser parameters for the above experiments are 
shown in Table 1.

2.3  Measurement and Characterization Methods

After the laser irradiation experiment, the sample was wiped 
with ethanol using a cotton bud and then cleaned using an 
ultrasonic cleaner to remove any deposited debris. After 
cleaning, surface structures were observed using a field 
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) Inspect 
F50, manufactured by FEI Company, USA. The material 
composition was measured using the Raman spectroscopy 
instrument (inVia™ confocal Raman microscope made by 
Renishaw plc, England), with a laser wavelength of 512 nm 
and measurement spot diameter of 1 μm. To observe the 
cross-section of the LIPSS structure, after the LIPSS forma-
tion, the surface was cleaned and coated with a protective 
Pt coating, and then a focused ion beam was used to cut and 
create a thin sample. Then, the sample was observed using a 
transmission electron microscope (TEM), Tecnai G2, made 
by FEI Company, USA. In addition, elemental distribution 
was studied using an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(EDX) module attached to the TEM equipment.

3  Results and Discussion

3.1  Effect of Laser Fluence

Line irradiation was performed to observe the effect of 
laser fluence on the LIPSS formation. The laser scanning 
speed was 60 mm/s, and Nirad = 1. The scanning direction 
was perpendicular to the polarization direction. The SEM 
images of the LIPSS formed at various fluences are shown 
in Fig. 2. When the fluence was 0.16 J/cm2 (Fig. 2a), the Fig. 1  a Photo of the RB-SiC sample and SEM image of the original 

surface, b Raman spectra of the Si matrix and SiC grain

Table 1  Experimental conditions

Laser medium Yb: KGW

Wavelength [nm] 1028
Spot size [μm] 23 × 17.4
Pulse width [fs] 256
Repetition frequency [kHz] 100
Scanning speed [mm/s] 10–100
Laser fluence [J/cm2] 0.16–1.59
Number of irradiations (Nirad) 1, 5 Fig. 2  SEM images of line irradiation at a scanning speed of 60 mm/s 

and fluences of a 0.16, b 0.32, c 0.95, and d 1.59 J/cm2
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LIPSS did not form on SiC grains and LSFLs with a period 
of 850 ± 25 nm were observed on the Si matrix. The width of 
the peaks is approximately 600 nm, whereas that of the val-
leys is approximately 250 nm. As the fluence was increased 
to 0.32 J/cm2 (Fig. 2b), the LSFL structures on Si partially 
melted into liquid Si. This molted Si agglomerated to form 
bud shapes due to surface tension. Meanwhile, HSFLs with a 
period of 225 ± 25 nm were observed on the SiC grains. The 
width of the peaks is approximately 125 nm, whereas that 
of the valleys is approximately 100 nm. LSFLs and HSFLs 
formed perpendicular to the direction of laser polarization. 
The reason for the LIPSS formation with a different period 
on Si and SiC is that the energy of laser photons (1.2 eV) 
used in this research is close to the bandgap of Si (1.1 eV). 
Thus, Si showed a high absorptivity coefficient for this 
wavelength. However, SiC is a high bandgap (3.023 eV) 
semiconductor and has a very low coefficient of absorption 
for the laser wavelength used in this study. The difference in 
the absorptivity coupled with the difference in the relative 
permittivity (Si: ε∞ = 12.8, SiC: ε∞ = 6.98) [26, 27] resulted 
in the formation of SPPs with a different period on SiC as 
compared to that on Si (Fig. 3). As laser interacts with gen-
erated SPPs, it creates a different interference pattern on SiC 
than that on Si, resulting in the formation of LSFLs on Si 
and HSFLs on SiC. On SiC grains, HSFLs only formed in 
the central region of the laser-irradiated area with a width of 
approximately 10 µm. However, when SiC was surrounded 
by a large amount of Si, HSFL formation was observed in 
a broader region beyond the width of a 10 µm range. The 
thermal effect and electron movement from Si might have 
reduced the threshold for the HSFL formation on SiC.

As the fluence was further increased (Fig. 2c, d), the Si 
regions were significantly ablated, resulting in the formation 
of crevices and holes. This selective ablation is thought to 
be because of the difference in the evaporation temperature. 
In the case of SiC grains, HSFL structures agglomerated to 
form LSFLs in the center of the irradiated region, whereas 
only HSFL structures occurred near the boundary of the 
irradiated region. This condition is thought to be due to the 
Gaussian nature of the fluence distribution. In Fig. 2c, a 
hybrid of HSFLs and LSFLs can be observed. In Fig. 2d, 
only LSFLs are observed. A similar LSFL formation at a 
high fluence has been previously reported on SiC [28].

Other researchers have reported the formation of inde-
pendent LSFLs and HSFLs on various materials, such as 

SiC, ZnO, InP, fuzed silica, and Ge [14, 15, 29–33], but the 
hybrid structures of LSFLs and HSFLs shown in Fig. 2 have 
not been reported before. There are two possible reasons for 
the transformation of HSFLs into LSFLs. The first is the 
thermal decomposition of SiC into Si and C. Thus, Si and 
SiC are present locally in a very small area, which results 
in the formation of hybrid LIPSSs. As the fluence is further 
increased, SiC is completely decomposed to Si. Thus, at 
a high fluence, only an LSFL is observed at the center of 
the irradiated area. The second is the generation of two dif-
ferent SPP waves in SiC without thermal decomposition. 
The absorption coefficient of SiC for a given wavelength of 
the photon is temperature dependent. Hence, with a pulse 
overlap, the temperature of SiC increases, resulting in an 
increased number of generated free electrons. The increase 
in electron density led to the formation of a different SPP 
waves, and consequently the formation of a hybrid LIPSS.

3.2  Effect of Laser Scanning Speed

Line irradiation was performed for various scanning speeds 
at a fluence of 0.95 J/cm2 and Nirad = 1. Figure 4 shows the 
SEM images of the LIPSS formation. At a laser scanning 
speed of 10 mm/s (Fig. 4(a)), there was almost no sign of 
LIPSS formation. Instead, a groove was formed on the sur-
face. The groove wall was covered with fine granular struc-
tures, which are thought to be reattached debris after laser 
irradiation. At 40 mm/s (Fig. 4b), hybrid LIPSS structures 
can be observed with holes formed in Si matrix regions. In 
Fig. 4c and d, the HSFL–LSFL hybrid structures did not 
form in the central region. Instead, an LSFL was generated.

SPP interaction with laser
Laser irradiation

SiCSi

LIPSS generation

LSFL HSFL

Fig. 3  Mechanism of LIPSS formation on RB-SiC
Fig. 4  SEM images of line irradiation with a fluence of 0.95  J/cm2 
and scanning speeds of a 10, b 40, c 80, and d 100 mm/s
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Figure 5 shows the ranges of laser fluences and scanning 
speeds at which different types of LIPSSs formed. For all 
scanning speed conditions at low fluences (highlighted in the 
blue-color area in Fig. 5), LSFLs and HSFLs formed sepa-
rately, as shown in Fig. 2b. As the fluence was increased, 
LIPSSs did not form at lower speeds (highlighted in yellow 
in Fig. 5), whereas the hybrid LIPSS formed, as shown in 
Fig. 4b and c. Although the hybrid LIPSSs look similar, 
the depth at which they form for a given laser fluence is 

dependent on the scanning speed. At a high fluence and 
high scanning speed (highlighted in the green-color area in 
Fig. 5), the hybrid LIPSS did not form; instead, only an 
LSFL was observed.

3.3  Effect of Laser Scanning Direction

Line irradiation was carried out at a laser fluence of 0.63 J/
cm2, and the laser beam was scanned one time at a speed of 
100 mm/s. The scanning direction (indicated by the white 
arrow in Figs. 6 and 7) was changed from parallel to the laser 
polarization direction to perpendicular to the polarization 
direction. The hybrid LIPSSs formed in Fig. 6a are clear, 
ordered, and continuous. As the angle between the laser 
polarization and laser scanning direction was increased, 
a zip-like structure was observed, the frequency of which 
also increased (from Fig. 6b–e). Due to the Gaussian nature 
of the laser fluence inside the spot, the peak SPP intensity 
was generated near the central region. When the laser was 
scanned at an angle, the peak intensity region was slightly 
shifted at an angle, which created a mismatch between the 
SPP propagation directions, resulting in the formation of a 
zip-like structure. Finally, when the laser scanning direc-
tion was perpendicular to the laser polarization, the hybrid 
LIPSSs formed were nonuniform and predominantly formed 
in the central region, whereas the edge regions had an HSFL 
(Fig. 6f). This result suggests that the intensity of SPPs gen-
erated when the laser was scanned parallel to the polariza-
tion direction was much stronger.
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Fig. 5  Type of LIPSS formation at various laser fluences and scan-
ning speeds

Fig. 6  SEM images of line irradiation with laser scanning directions of a 0°, b 22.5°, c 30°, d 45°, e 60°, and f 90° to the laser polarization 
direction
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The difference in the generated intensity is due to the for-
mation and decay of SPPs. As presented in Fig. 7, when the 
laser is scanned perpendicular to the polarization direction, 
the generated SPP is parallel to the polarization direction 
(for Si and SiC). As the laser moved ahead, the SPP was 
generated in a new location, and the previously generated 
SPP decayed, which led to the non-uniformity of the SPP 
intensity in the laser scanning direction, resulting in a zip 
structure formation. Meanwhile, when the laser was scanned 
parallel to the polarization direction, the generated SPP was 
in the same direction as the laser movement, and hence the 
excitation and propagation of subsequent SPPs were assisted 
by previously generated SPPs [34, 35]. This condition leads 
to the formation of clear, continuous, and uniform LIPSSs.

3.4  Effect of Repetitive Scans

Figure 8 shows the SEM images of surfaces line-irradiated 
with a scanning speed of 100 mm/s and Nirad = 1, 5. At a low 
fluence of 0.32 J/cm2 (Fig. 8a, b), the increase in the scan-
ning repetition caused Si to melt and agglomerate. This out-
come is because the laser fluence can melt silicon but is not 
enough to vaporize it, thus leading to the agglomeration of 
molten silicon. A slight ablation occurred on the SiC grains, 
but HSFL structures remained on the surface. At a high flu-
ence of 1.62 J/cm2 (Fig. 8c, d), an increase in the scanning 

repetition led to the complete removal of Si from the surface, 
which resulted in the formation of deep holes. Moreover, due 
to the ablation of SiC grains, the LSFL structures became 
less defined and shallower.

4  Material Structure Analysis of LIPSSs

4.1  Raman Spectroscopy

Figure 9 shows the typical Raman spectra of LSFL, HSFL, 
and HSFL–LSFL hybrid structures. Line irradiation was car-
ried out with a scanning speed of 10 mm/s and fluence of 
0.16 J/cm2. The Raman shift obtained for the LSFL struc-
tures was 515  cm−1, which was near the Raman shift of the 
single-crystal Si (521  cm−1), whereas the HSFL structures 
showed a Raman shift of 6H-SiC (768, 789, and 967  cm−1). 
Thus, the result confirms that LSFL structures are formed 
in the Si matrix regions and HSFL structures on the SiC 
grains. However, the Raman shift for the HSFL–LSFL 
hybrid structures (Fig. 6a) also showed a Raman shift of 
6H-SiC, although a small peak of Si can be observed around 
520  cm−1. The Raman measurement area had a diameter of 
1 μm. Hence, a much stronger intensity of the Raman peak 
for Si would be observed as the LSFL structure covers most 
of the surface in the hybrid LIPSS structure, as marked in 
Fig. 9b. However, from a very small intensity of the Raman 
shift for Si, it is hypothesized that hybrid LIPSS structures 
consist of single-crystal SiC.

SPP generation is assisted 
by previously generated SPP

Generated SPP travels 
parallel to the scanning 
direction

(a)

Generated SPP travels 
perpendicular to the 
scanning direction Previously generated SPP have 

little to no effect on SPP 
generation in subsequent pulse

(b)

Fig. 7  Schematic diagram of the SPP formation and propagation 
when polarization and scanning direction is a parallel and b perpen-
dicular.

Fig. 8  SEM images of line irradiation when laser was scanned a, c 1 
and b, d 5 times
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4.2  TEM Observation and EDX Analysis

A hybrid LIPSS generated at a fluence of 0.63 J/cm2 and 
scanning speed of 100 mm/s, scanned perpendicular to the 
laser polarization direction (Fig. 6a), was chosen for the 
TEM analysis. The cross-sectional images of the hybrid 
LIPSS are shown in Fig. 10. The hybrid LIPSS consists of 
two different size levels. A small bud-shaped HSFL formed 
between two LSFLs with a height of 100 nm. The LSFL had 
a head and shoulder structure, and the center peak (head) 
was approximately 300 nm from the base. Meanwhile, the 
shoulders were around 200 nm high. The LSFL and HSFL 
in the hybrid LIPSS formed within a period of ~ 950 nm, 
similar to the LSFL formed in the Si region at low fluence. 
The distance between the head and shoulder and the shoul-
der and HSFL was approximately ~ 220 nm, similar to the 
HSFL formed on SiC grains at low fluence. This similarity 
in periodicity could be a result of the hybrid LIPSS forma-
tion due to the interference between laser and HSFL and 
LSFL forming SPP waves.

A high magnification was used to observe the lattice 
structure and composition. As marked in Fig. 11, four loca-
tions are observed: head, shoulder on the LSFL, HSFL, and 
bulk material. The fast Fourier transformation method was 
used to determine the lattice spacing, and it was found that 
all four locations have a crystalline structure. Furthermore, 
the crystal orientation was the same for all four locations, 
with a lattice spacing of 2.33 Å. The depth of the bulk mate-
rial was sufficiently deep, which would not be affected by the 
laser parameters used in this experiment. Thus, the hybrid 
LIPSS is a part of a single 6H-SiC grain rather than a result 
of the thermal decomposition of SiC into Si and C. However, 
for such a hybrid structure to form, it can be safely assumed 
that two different SPP waves were generated on SiC, which 
resulted in the formation of a hybrid LIPSS.

Figure 12 shows the EDX spectroscopy result of the 
hybrid LIPSS. The hybrid LIPSS does not have any local-
ized patches of only Si or C, and the region has Si and C, 
which is consistent with the TEM observation that a hybrid 
LIPSS is made up of SiC.

5  LIPSS Formation Mechanism

5.1  Spatial and Temporal Changes in Laser Intensity

As shown in Sect. 3.1, the HSFL formed at a low laser flu-
ence, and the LSFL formed at a high laser pulse fluence 
on the SiC grains. It is hypothesized that this difference in 
results is due to the nonlinear optical response of SiC. The 
refractive index and absorption coefficient can change non-
linearly due to various factors, such as the intensity of the 
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Fig. 9  Raman spectroscopy analysis of a regular and b hybrid LIPSS

Fig. 10  TEM cross-section image of the hybrid LIPSS generated at a 
fluence of 0.63 J/cm2 and scanning speed of 100 mm/s, scanned per-
pendicular to the laser polarization direction
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external electric field and free carrier generation [31]. The 
period of the LIPSS generated on semiconductors is related 
to the refractive index of the material [12, 24, 31, 36].

The laser pulse fluence is the average energy per unit 
area. However, to understand the mechanism of LIPSS 
formation based on nonlinear changes in the material prop-
erties, laser intensity (energy per unit area per unit time) 
is a better parameter. The laser spot had a Gaussian power 
distribution; hence the laser intensity at the center of the 
laser spot is much higher as compared to the edges. In 
addition, the laser intensity varies temporally during the 
laser pulse. The spatial and temporal changes in intensity 
produce a transient change in optical properties, which in 
turn affects the LIPSS generation. SiC shows a high third-
order nonlinear susceptibility ( � (3) ), which means that the 

optical properties of SiC change with the intensity of the 
light source. F. De Leonardis et al. showed that SiC exhib-
its the Kerr effect, which is a result of the third-order non-
linear susceptibility [37, 38]. This nonlinear susceptibility 
results in the third-harmonic SPP generation, i.e., a surface 
wave with a wavelength of �

3
 is generated from a wave 

with a wavelength of � [39, 40]. D. Dufft et al. reported 
the existence of second-harmonic generation by spectro-
scopically measuring radiation emitted from a laser irra-
diation spot where the HSFL was generated on ZnO [15]. 
In our case, the period of the HSFL is around one-third 
of the period of the generated LSFL, i.e., ΛHSFL ≈

ΛLSFL

3
 . 

Thus, the HSFL formation on SiC in the low laser inten-
sity region is due to the third-harmonic surface plasmon 
generation. However, this harmonic generation is limited 
to near or below the ablation threshold. As the number of 
free charge carriers increases, SiC starts to behave like 
a metal, which is known for LSFL generation due to the 
near-laser-wavelength SPP formation.

Equation 1 maps the laser intensity along the radial direc-
tion, where I

t,Max is the peak intensity at a given time, b is 
the radius of the laser, and r is the variable radial distance. 
Equation 2 is the temporal change in the laser intensity, 
where P0 is the peak power, � is the laser pulse width, and t 

(1)I(r) = I
t,Maxe
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(
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Fig. 11  TEM cross-section image of hybrid LIPSS with locations marked 1 head, 2 shoulder, 3 HSFL and 4 bulk material

Fig. 12  Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy image of hybrid LIPSS 
cross-section
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is the time. Figure 13a shows the intensity distribution along 
the radial direction, and Fig. 13b shows the change in the 
peak intensity with time at the center of the spot.

The peak intensity at which only the HSFL was observed 
is IHSFL = 2.34 × 1016  W/m2. This is comparable to the 
intensity around the edges of the laser spot when the peak 
intensity was high enough to form an LSFL, i.e., ILSFL 
= 9.35 × 1016 W/m2. This explains the reason for the HSFL 
formation even at a very high fluence. Interestingly, the 
HSFL only formed in the region that had a fluence above 
the peak intensity of Ino_LIPSS = 1.17 × 1016 W/m2, as shown 
in Fig. 3b. The peak intensity at which hybrid LIPSSs were 
generated is IHybrid = 4.67 × 1016 W/m2, which is around 
half the intensity of ILSFL. During the IHybrid peak intensity, 
around half of the laser spot has an intensity around IHSFL. 
The IHybrid intensity is high enough to cause a two-photon or 
three-photon excitation [31]. The change in the peak inten-
sity along the time/pulse width shows that the lowest inten-
sity of ILSFL is almost the same as the peak intensity value, 
as shown in Fig. 13b. Similarly, the peak intensity of IHSFL is 
comparable to the lowest intensity of IHybrid, which suggests 
that in the case of IHybrid, the central location of the laser spot 
can first observe HSFL formation, then LSFL formation, and 
finally HSFL formation.

5.2  Spot Irradiation Phenomena

A spot irradiation experiment was designed to confirm the 
hypothesis that a nonlinear response due to the laser inten-
sity is the reason that different LIPSSs form at low and high 
pulse fluences and further improve understanding of the 
mechanism of hybrid LIPSS formation. Figure 14 shows the 
SEM images of spot irradiation at a pulse fluence of 0.32 J/
cm2 and varying numbers of pulses.

For eight pulses, an HSFL formed on the entire area 
affected by the laser. The area affected by the laser is 
smaller than the laser spot size as the laser fluence on the 
edges was not high enough to cause any ablation. Moreo-
ver, the preexisting scratches expanded due to laser heat-
ing in Fig. 14a–c. Niitsu et al. reported a similar laser-
induced crack expansion on single-crystal Si [41]. As the 
number of pulses was increased to 32, the LSFL started to 
form in the center while the HSFL remained on the edges. 
The formation of an LSFL, even at a low pulse fluence, 
is thought to be a result of the improved laser absorption 

Fig. 13  Laser intensity distribution: a spatial and b temporal changes in the peak intensity

Fig. 14  SEM image of the spot irradiation carried with a fluence of 
0.32 J/cm2 at a 8, b 16, c 24, and d 32 pulses
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due to the elevated temperature and enhanced absorption 
by the HSFL due to the grating effect. Interestingly, the 
generated LSFL had a single HSFL LIPSS formation on 
the peak of the LSFL, whereas the HSFL did not form 
inside the valley of the LSFL. This finding suggests that 
after the LSFL formation, further irradiated pulses led to 
the formation of the HSFL on the LSFL.

Fluence was increased to 0.64 J/cm2, and the experiment 
was repeated. At eight pulses, an HSFL formed on the entire 
laser spot area, and the LSFL observed in Fig. 15b formed 
on the Si matrix, not on the SiC grain. At 16 pulses, the 
LSFL started to form on the SiC grain in the central area. 
For 24 pulses, the LSFL formed on most of the surface. 
Unlike the LSFL in Fig. 14d, due to the high pulse fluence, 
the LSFL formed, in this case, did not have an HSFL on 
the top of the LSFL. Finally, for 32 pulses, uniform LSFLs 

formed on almost the entire spot area, except for the extreme 
edges of the spot. Interestingly, the hybrid LIPSS can be 
observed at the boundary between the HSFL and LSFL. 
The interaction between the HSFL and LSFL forming SPPs 
could have resulted in the formation of a hybrid LIPSS at 
the boundary.

Finally, spot irradiation was first carried out with 32 
pulses at a fluence of 0.64 J/cm2 and then with 16 pulses at 
a fluence of 0.32 J/cm2. A hybrid LIPSS can be observed in 
the central region in Fig. 16. This result supports the hypoth-
esis that hybrid LIPSSs are a result of the laser fluence/
intensity-dependent generation of two different SPPs on SiC.

5.3  Models for the LIPSS Formation

Figures 17 and 18 summarize the LIPSS formation mecha-
nism of various LIPSSs. The reason for the LSFL formation 
on Si and SiC is due to the near-laser-wavelength SPP gener-
ation, which is generated during the free carrier generation-
induced metallic state of Si/SiC under high laser intensities. 
As the bandgap of Si is near the photon energy of the laser, 
an HSFL was not observed on Si. Moreover, SiC has a band-
gap around three times that of laser photon and thus does not 
readily absorb laser. Hence, at near-ablation-threshold laser 
pulse fluence, HSFLs form on SiC due to the third-harmonic 
generation, which is generated due to the third-order non-
linear susceptibility ( � (3) ) of SiC. Finally, a hybrid LIPSS 
formation is a combination of the HSFL and LSFL form-
ing mechanisms. First, an HSFL is generated on the surface 
as SiC interacts with low laser intensity, as represented in 
zone 1 in Fig. 18. Then, the same region observes a much 
higher intensity leading to the LSFL formation, as shown in 
zone 2. Lastly, the intensity decreases to the HSFL formation 
range, which results in the third-harmonic generation at the 
bottom of the LSFL, which results in the HSFL formation 
at the bottom.

6  Conclusions

A fundamental investigation of the LIPSS formation on RB-
SiC via femtosecond pulsed laser irradiation was carried out. 
The following conclusions were obtained:

• LSFL formation was observed on Si, and LSFL and 
HSFL formations were observed on SiC.

• The laser fluence threshold for the LIPSS formation on 
the edges of SiC grains and the entirety of small SiC 
grains was reduced due to the heat transfer by Si, which 
has enhanced laser absorption.

Fig. 15  SEM image of the spot irradiation carried with a fluence of 
0.64 J/cm2 at a 8, b 16, c 24, and d 32 pulses

Fig. 16  SEM image of the spot irradiation experiment: first with 32 
pulses at a fluence of 0.64 J/cm2 and then with 16 pulses at a fluence 
of 0.32 J/cm2
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Fig. 17  LIPSS formation based on proposed SPP generation at a high pulse fluence b low pulse fluence and c medium pulse fluence

Zone 1Zone 3

Scanning direction

Due to low laser intensity 
HSFL formation occurs in the 
leading-edge of laser spot

As laser is scanned ahead, LSFL 
formation occurs on existing 
HSFL in the central region of the 
laser spot

HSFL formation occurs in 
valley region of existing LIPSS 
structure in the trailing-edge of 
laser spot

Zone 2

Fig. 18  Mechanism of the hybrid LIPSS formation based on the sequential formation of an HSFL and LSFL
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• An HSFL–LSFL hybrid structure formed on SiC as a 
result of the interference of two different SEWs with the 
laser. The nonlinear response of SiC to the intensity of 
the laser is the main reason for the generation of these 
SEWs.

• Raman spectroscopy and TEM observation indicated that 
the hybrid LIPSSs were made of a single-crystalline SiC 
grain and did not show any amorphization.

• The effect of angle between laser polarization and scan-
ning direction greatly affected the uniformity of the gen-
erated LIPSS. Clear uniform structures were generated 
when the laser was scanned parallel to the polarization 
direction.

The results of this study demonstrate the possibility of 
utilizing a laser to generate various complex surface struc-
tures on multiphase composite materials by taking advantage 
of differences and changes in the optical properties of the 
constituent material.
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